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Areas of Focus

● Effective Instruction and Best Practices in Workshop

● Moving Students up the Levels of Complexity in 

Comprehension (‘Just Right’ books and Reading 

Assessments)

● Writing Rubrics: Calibrating our Assessments, and 

Planning for Instruction



The Breakdown of a Workshop

Minilesson: Teacher delivers a short lesson that is a reading 
or writing strategy directly connected to a skill. During the 
lesson, after the teacher models the strategy, the students 
are given  a chance to immediately try the strategy with 
support. 
Example:
Skill: Monitoring for Meaning
Strategy: One way that readers monitor for meaning is to reread a confusing part and 
then ask, ‘Is this a new subtopic or is it adding onto what I already learned?’



Independent Practice of Strategy Time

● Students practice the strategy of the day, and from previous days, 
relying on visual supports and charts to remember the skills and 
strategies. The students are held accountable for their practice in a 
variety of different ways. 

● Teacher pulls small groups and differentiates instruction.

● Teacher follows up on previous small groups and conferences.



The Share

The teacher, based on her assessment of students during the workshop, 
brings students together to: review the work of the workshop, remediate 
the strategy taught  or extend the strategy. This sets students up for 
homework practice and the work of tomorrow.



Moving Students Up Levels of 
Complexity in Comprehension



It is not the level, but the work the reader 
does that matters.

Level M book Level N book



Writing Rubrics: Calibrating our 
Assessments and Planning for 
Instruction



Sample of 
Student Writing



Section from Writing 
Rubric



Sample of a lead that 
meets the 5th grade 
description in the 
rubric.



Conclusions


